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Abstract

The development of new laser systems, in the 10 PW range, will push Laser Wakefield Accelerators (LWFA) to a new qualitative
regime, where different configurations, approaches, and parameters can be explored. Based on the design parameters to be expected
for some of these systems (e.g. the future Vulcan 10 PW OPCPA laser system), we have explored the optimal parameters for a
single LWFA stage, using the theoretical scalings for these parameters (pulse duration ≈ 30 fs, energy ≈ 300 J). The scalings
predict the possibility to accelerate electron bunches to energies close to the energy frontier, with self-injected electrons in excess
of 10 GeV, and above 50 GeV bunches with externally-injected electrons. We have used these parameters as a baseline for 3D full
scale simulations, confirming self-guiding of 10 PW lasers over distances in excess of 10 cm, and 12 GeV self-injected beams, in
agreement with theoretical predictions for the maximum energy gain and the injected charge. In externally guided configurations,
our simulations confirm the accelerating gradients and the stability of the laser guided propagation for the long distances required
to reach the energy frontier. To cite this article: L.O. Silva et al., C. R. Physique 10 (2009).
© 2009 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Accélération laser d’électrons avec des lasers 10 PW. Le développement de nouvelles installations laser, dont l’échelle de
puissance atteint le petawatt, vont permettre aux accélérateurs plasma (LWFA) l’accès à des régimes qualitatifs inédits, où différents
paramètres et configurations pourront être testés. A partir des données prévues pour de telles installations (i.e., le prochain laser
Vulcan 10 PW OPCPA), nous avons recherché les paramètres optimaux dans le cas d’un accélérateur plasma à un étage, utilisant
les lois d’échelles existantes pour ces paramètres (durée de l’impulsion = 30 fs, énergie = 300 J). Les lois d’échelles prédisent
l’accélération de paquets d’électrons à des énergie proche de l’énergie frontière, 10 GeV pour des électrons auto-injectés et au delà
de 50 GeV pour des électrons injectés. Ces paramètres définissent un cadre de travail pour des simulations numériques 3D à pleine
échelle qui confirment l’auto-guidage de lasers 10 PW sur des distances supérieures à 10 cm et l’accélération de faisceaux auto-
injectés au delà de 12 GeV. Ces résultats corroborent les prédictions théoriques de la charge injectée et du gain d’énergie maximal.
Dans le cas de configurations à guidage externe, nos simulations se révèlent être en accord avec les gradients d’accélération et avec
la stabilité de propagation du laser guidé sur de longues distances, nécessaires pour atteindre l’énergie frontière. Pour citer cet
article : L.O. Silva et al., C. R. Physique 10 (2009).
© 2009 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation

The next generation of laser systems that are now being planned all over the world will deliver powers in excess
of 10 PW, with a OPCPA configuration (e.g. the upgrade for the future Vulcan 10 PW OPCPA system [1]), pulse
durations in the 30 fs range, and pulse energies in the 300 J range. These conditions will enable the exploration of new
scenarios for electron acceleration in Laser Wakefield Accelerators (LWFA) [2]. The available energy in these laser
pulses will allow for the exploration of LWFA in the strongly relativistic regime, with peak intensities in excess of
≈1024 W/cm2, LWFA with moderate relativistic intensities ≈1019 W/cm2, or even in the weakly relativistic regime
�1018 W/cm2. Phenomenological models [3–5], and numerical simulations [6–8] will play a critical role in this
process, by providing deeper insights on the physical processes involved and standing as an effective tool for the
design of the experiments. Experiments [9–13] and simulations [5,14] with laser parameters up to 1 PW have already
demonstrated monoenergetic beams, with energies that range from a few hundred of MeV up to 1 GeV.

The physical parameters associated with this new generation of LWFA push the envelope of the numerical tech-
niques [6], either from the point of view of the algorithms or from the required computing resources. For instance,
the acceleration distance for the optimal parameters predicted by the phenomenological model of Wei Lu et al. [5]
is in the scale of 10s cm–10s m, depending on the laser intensity and the corresponding LWFA regime. This is well
beyond the current modeling capabilities of standard three-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations due to the
outstanding computational resources required to model such distances, even using the largest massively parallel com-
puting machines, or due to the numerical issues associated with running PIC simulations with more than 106 time
steps. Since kinetic processes are critical in the most extreme conditions associated with 10 PW lasers, it is crucial
to perform simulations that capture the relevant physics. Possible alternatives to standard PIC simulations can be
envisioned: (i) the use of reduced kinetic codes [8,15] which take advantage of the quasi-static approximation [16];
(ii) the implementation of new methods to improve the speed of standard simulations, e.g., performing simulations in
a different Lorentz frame [17]; or (iii) the exploration of alternative computational architectures that have the potential
of delivering even higher performance, e.g. graphics processors units (GPUs) [18]. On one hand, the use of approxi-
mations to simplify the numerical algorithms can be extremely advantageous; for instance, QuickPIC [8] can be more
than a thousand times faster than a full PIC code for scenarios relevant to plasma wakefield accelerators and still cap-
ture all the relevant physics. On the other hand, the boosted frame scheme, despite several implementation difficulties
for LWFA [19], can provide a means to perform the same large scale simulations more rapidly, while keeping all the
relevant physics of a standard PIC code.

We leverage on the existing phenomenological models to design numerical experiments in QuickPIC [8], and with
the full PIC code OSIRIS [7] (in the laboratory and also in a boosted frame) for the future 10 PW lasers systems,
and to identify the expected output parameters of a single stage LWFA in the regime of ultra high intensities [4] and
in the regime of moderate relativistic intensities [5], assuming the same set of basic laser parameters. The paper is
organized as follows. First, we discuss the optimal parameters for the different LWFA regimes possible with a 10 PW
laser system with key parameters similar to systems now being designed (e.g. the Vulcan OPCPA upgrade), from
scenarios with self-guiding and self-injection to scenarios associated with external-guiding and external-injection.
These scenarios are tested with numerical simulations, with the results including full PIC simulations, with OSIRIS,
and reduced simulations, with QuickPIC, for the most computationally expensive regimes. Finally in the last section,
we present the conclusions and prospects.

2. Multi-GeV electrons in a single-stage LWFA – 10 PW class lasers

For a given energy and wavelength, different laser powers and intensities will lead to distinct LWFA regimes,
with different laser/plasma evolutions and final beam energies. Moreover, the efficiency of energy transfer from the
laser pulse to the accelerated electrons is also strongly dependent on laser and plasma parameters. Motivated by
recent findings associated with the strongly nonlinear regime [4], we focus our discussion in the bubble or blowout
regime, whereby the intensity of the laser propagating in the plasma is strong enough for the laser ponderomotive
force to expel the electrons, forming behind the laser a spherically shaped cavity [20], with very good accelerating
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and focusing properties [5]. The electrons can either be self-injected or externally loaded in this cavity. For the bubble,
or blowout regime, two alternative routes have been proposed in order to design a single LWFA stage, and that can
be simultaneously explored with the next generation of intense lasers in the 10 PW range: (i) the laser can be tightly
focused to ultra high intensities (a0 � 10) propagating in a high density plasma (ne ≈ 1018–1019 cm−3); or (ii)
the laser can be focused to a matched spot-size, corresponding to moderately high intensity lasers (a0 ≈ 3–5), and
propagate in a lower density plasma (ne ≈ 1016–1018 cm−3), where a0 is the normalized vector potential, given by
a0 � 8.6λ0[µm]I 1/2[1020 W/cm2], with I the laser intensity and λ0 the laser central wavelength, and where ne is
the background plasma density. In the first case, the formation of a quasi-monoenergetic peak is associated with the
phase-space rotation of the self-injected electrons in the bubble as they reach the dephasing region of the wake [4,14],
since in the strongly driven regime the self-injection is continuous. In the second case, phase-space rotation can also
operate as a mechanism that leads to the formation of a quasi-monoenergetic spectral feature. Moreover, and since the
self-injection process is more moderate for lower a0, the self-injected electrons can also lead to the shutdown of the
injection process, and the formation of localized ultra short monoenergetic beams [14].

The first scenario leads to extreme blowout and the formation of an electron-free bubble [4], favoring strong beam
loading and continuous injection, with self-injected charges in the order of tens of nC for a 300 J laser. Since the
plasma densities are typically large (ne ≈ 1019 cm−3) in this configuration, the accelerating distances are relatively
short (a few mm), and the electrons dephase from the accelerating region after gaining a few GeV. In this regime,
optimal conditions are associated with the highest possible intensity for a given set of laser parameters [21].

The second regime leads to moderate blowout of the electrons from the axis [5], but guaranteeing proper matching
of the laser pump depletion with the dephasing length of the self-injected electrons, thus providing a controllable and
well defined acceleration structure of the blowout region. The matching of dephasing and pump-depletion lengths
ensures maximum acceleration of the injected particles, and maximum overall efficiency of the process (ratio between
the final beam energy – a balance between charge and maximum energy of the electrons in the beam – and the
initial energy of the laser) which is inversely proportional to the laser normalized vector potential a0. However, a0
still needs to be sufficiently high to guarantee self-guiding (a0 ∼ 5.8) [5] and self-injection (a0 ∼ 3) [22]. In this
regime, the efficiency can be further increased by external injection of an electron beam, and external guiding in a
preformed plasma channel, thus relaxing the conditions in terms of a0. Blowout can still be achieved for a0 � 2, and
the restrictions for self-guiding and self-injection no longer need to be guaranteed.

For the second regime, the laser and plasma parameters are determined from the W. Lu et al. phenomenological
theory [5]. The model equations can be written as a function of a0 and laser energy ε. In particular, matched laser
pulse duration, at full width half maximum (FWHM), τFWHM to maximize the energy gain, and matched spot size,
W0, to ensure self-guiding, are given by the engineering formulas

τFWHM[30 fs] � 11.88
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0
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where λ0 is the laser wavelength. The plasma density, nplasma, and the accelerating length, Lacc, that matches the
pump-depletion and the dephasing lengths, are
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where P is the laser power.
Estimates for the injected bunch characteristics (energy gain, �E, and bunch charge, q) are also provided by this

theoretical model, yielding
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Fig. 1. OSIRIS simulation for the extreme blowout conditions. Slice of the a) electron density across the middle of the simulation window, and
b) electron phase-space in the region of the self-injected electrons, with the insert showing the Wigner transform of the lineout of laser field along
the propagation direction, with the dashed line representing the region in the Wigner plane of the initial laser pulse.

We observe that Eqs. (1)–(6) include all the relevant numerical factors associated with the phenomenological
model, for a linearly polarized laser, and for the matched parameters established by Eqs. (1), (2). When the matched
conditions are not satisfied (e.g. in the extreme blowout regime), the full model equations in [5] are still valid and
should be used. These scalings provide the parameters to be tested with numerical simulations, and can be used as a
guide to the design of the experiments.

3. Numerical simulations

Three-dimensional one-to-one simulations for the three different regimes (extreme blowout, moderate blowout,
external injection) were performed with OSIRIS and QuickPIC, with the goal of revealing the physics determining
the evolution in the different scenarios, and to estimate the achievable electron beam features. All the simulations
have been performed in a moving window, which moves at the speed of light, thus guaranteeing that the laser and the
blowout region are always inside the simulation window.

We have considered: (i) the self-guiding/self-injection regime with ultra high intensity laser beams (OSIRIS);
(ii) the self-guiding/self-injection regime with moderate intensity lasers (OSIRIS and QuickPIC); and (iii) the external-
guiding/external-injection regime with a “low” intensity laser (QuickPIC). For all these regimes, we have determined
the optimal conditions predicted by the available models [5,21] for a baseline 10 PW system, assuming that the energy
available in the laser pulse is 300 J, while the pulse duration can be compressed down to 30 fs, and the laser spot size
can also assume an arbitrary value, within the limits of Gaussian optics.

3.1. Self-guiding and self-injection

In the physical conditions where no external guiding or no externally injected beams are present, the laser dynamics
and the interaction with the plasma must guarantee self-guiding, for distances comparable to the dephasing length of
the electrons in the wake (which is usually much longer than the diffraction (Rayleigh) length), in order to guarantee
maximum efficiency. Furthermore, the accelerated electrons must be trapped, from the background plasma, and self-
injected into the bubble-like structure.

For the first scenario, corresponding to the conditions proposed in [4,21], we have considered a 30 fs linearly polar-
ized laser pulse, focused at the plasma entrance with a spot size of 9 µm, corresponding to a0 = 43 � 1, propagating
in a uniform plasma with electron density ne0 = 1.5 × 1019 cm−3. The corresponding simulations were performed in
OSIRIS with a 87 × 82 × 82 µm3 box divided in 3000 × 256 × 256 cells. Given the ultra high laser intensity, mobile
ions were used in addition to the electron species to take into account all the plasma particle dynamics. The simula-
tions results are summarized by Fig. 1, where the global structure of the bubble/blowout region is clearly observed in
the electron density (Fig. 1a)).
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It is also clear in Fig. 1, the high charge associated with the self-injected beams in this scenario, with the peak
density of the injected beam more than 20 times higher than the background electron density. The radius of the
bubble also agrees with the theoretical prediction (rbubble ≈ 2

√
a0c/ωp [5]). We note that for the time frame in Fig. 1,

the laser pulse has undergone significant pulse compression and a0 amplification [23], but it has not pump-depleted
significantly. Fig. 1b) also illustrates the origin for the formation of monoenergetic beams, due to phase-space rotation
[4,14], and the role of dephasing in limiting the maximum attainable energy of the accelerated electrons for ultra high
intensities and high densities; in Fig. 1, the laser pulse has not been entirely depleted but the dephasing is already
observable in the phase-space of the electrons. The simulation results show a total injected charge of 42 nC and a final
peak energy of 2.3 GeV (42% of the electrons above 2.0 GeV), confirming the higher charge and lower final electron
energy associated with this regime of ultra high laser intensities and high background plasma densities. We note that
similar energy gains can be achieved with more moderate requirements in terms of the laser energy, as predicted in [5],
and also observed in simulations of two-stage laser–plasma accelerators [24]. The overall efficiency of the acceleration
process (23%) and the final energy (2.3 GeV) compare well with the theoretical predictions (19%, and 2.96 GeV) of
the theoretical model in Ref. [21].

We note that Eqs. (1)–(4) are valid for the matched conditions, which are not met by the extreme blowout regime
with a0 � 1. The full phenomenological model in [5] can also be employed to obtain estimates in these conditions.
Assuming that the laser pulse does not evolve, i.e. using the initial laser pulse parameters in the model in [5], the
predicted energy gain is 1.7 GeV, and the predicted overall efficiency of the process is 11%. However, the simulations
reveal that when the matched conditions are not met, strong pulse compression, self-focusing, and vector potential
amplification are observed, as predicted in [23], and recently experimentally confirmed [25]. Thus, it is not possible
to assume fixed laser parameters for these conditions. This is shown by the insert in Fig. 1b) which shows the Wigner
transform of the laser pulse, denoting strong photon deceleration, and pulse compression. Assuming instead that the
laser parameters are those measured after pulse compression and self-focusing (a0 � 66, pulse duration � 11 fs, spot
size � 6 µm), the model of W. Lu et al. [5] predicts Emax = 2.1 GeV and an overall efficiency of 21%, in very
good agreement with the simulations. We note, however, that since the process and the dynamics in the extreme
blowout regime are highly nonlinear, the theoretical models should be regarded as guidelines to the exploration of the
conditions that lead to the optimization of the different scenarios.

In order to favor maximum energy gain, with lower self-injected charge, the second scenario must be considered,
associated with the moderate blowout regime [5]. This scenario is obtained by decreasing the pulse intensity to an a0

close to the self-guiding threshold (a0 � 5.8), through an increase of the laser duration to 110 fs, and the increase of
the spot size to 50 µm, in order to guarantee the matched theoretical parameters (Eqs. (1), (2)). The theoretical model
[5] predicts a monoenergetic bunch with a charge of ∼2 nC, and a maximum energy ∼12.9 GeV. To achieve these
conditions, the optimal plasma density is 2.7 × 1017 cm−3, and the acceleration length is 21.7 cm. These parameters
were simulated both in QuickPIC and OSIRIS. In the QuickPIC simulations, we have also included radiation damping,
and for the conditions in this paper we did not find significant differences between the simulation results.

For the QuickPIC simulations, the window size is 120×700×700 µm3, divided in 512×256×256 cells. Since the
quasi-static approximation does not include self-injection, a beam with 1.1×10−2 nC is placed at the back of the wake
(in the region with highest accelerating gradients) with initial energy of 0.25 GeV, in order to mimic the main features
of the self-injected beam. The electron beam has a Gaussian profile, nbeam = nbeam0 exp(−r2/2σ 2

r ) exp(−z2/2σ 2
z ),

with radial/longitudinal width σr = σz = 0.4c/ωp0 = 4 µm. We stress that the charge of the beam is low enough such
that the beam does not perturb the wake, thus allowing us to understand the key properties of the accelerating structure
in these moderate blowout conditions.

Fig. 2a) shows that the final energy agrees well with the theory, with a predicted accelerating gradient of
0.6 GeV/cm close to the accelerating gradient observed in the simulations of 0.8 GeV/cm. More important, we
observe that the laser is effectively self-guided during the first half of the dephasing length. After ∼15 cm, the laser
depletion to the plasma and the laser head erosion are too strong to guarantee self-guiding and the diffraction rate
increases (Fig. 2b)), the wake structure deteriorates, impacting on the quality of the output beam. Furthermore, the
final energy chirp (see Fig. 2c)) depends on the initial characteristics of the beam (position and energy chirp), which
can be adjusted to obtain better quality output beams. Initial adjustments can also be made to emulate more closely
the time evolution of the self-injection scenario, but we have observed that the quantitative features of the evolution of
the peak energy of the beam remain unchanged. For externally injected beams, as discussed below, the beam charge
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Fig. 2. QuickPIC simulations results for the conditions close to the self-guiding threshold in the moderate blowout regime: a) electron beam energy
spectrum at 5.4 cm (dashed) and 21.7 cm (solid); b) laser spot size evolution with the propagation distance; c) phase-space of the electron beam for
the same propagation distances considered in a).

Fig. 3. Projection of the trajectories of the self-injected particles in the LWFA, moderate blowout regime. Injection occurs in the left-hand side of
the visualization window. Most of the particles are injected off-axis. The particles move from left to right. The color in the trajectory represents the
energy of the particle.

and the beam profile that guarantee optimal beam loading and the preservation of the properties of the injected bunch
can be determined using the model recently presented in [26].

The same scenario was simulated with OSIRIS. The long plasma length (21.7 cm) required to achieve the maxi-
mum energy gain makes it impossible to perform a three-dimensional PIC simulation in the laboratory frame using the
computational power currently available, since it would take more than 1 year in hundreds of processors to propagate
the laser in such a long distance. In order to make this simulation feasible in OSIRIS, without resorting to approxima-
tions, we leveraged on the recently implemented boosted frame scheme [17,19], which strongly reduces computational
requirements, by bringing together the relevant scales that it is necessary to numerically resolve (laser and plasma).
The simulation was performed in a boosted Lorentz frame in a single day (512 CPU-cores), and confirmed the Quick-
PIC results, namely the possibility to achieve energies in excess of 10 GeV in the self-guiding/self-injection regime
with the parameters associated with the second scenario. Furthermore, it was possible to observe that self-injection in
these conditions also leads to phase-space rotation and the formation of quasi-monoenergetic beams [19].

Typical trajectories of the self-injected electrons are presented in Fig. 3, where it is clear the energy gain and the
oscillations at the betatron frequency in the ion channel associated with the blowout region [27,28]. As the electrons
oscillate, they will radiate. Estimates for the radiation in the 10 PW scenario, based on the post-processing of the
tracks of the self-injected electrons extracted from the simulation, indicate an equivalent wiggler parameter for the
betatron motion K � 1, with the total radiated energy reaching ∼80 mJ, the typical energy of the radiated photons in
the 0.1–1 MeV range, and a beam divergence ∼2–5 mrad. A detailed discussion of the results in the boosted frame
configuration will be presented in a future publication [19].

As conditions close to the energy frontier are approached, the radiation losses associated with the betatron
motion of the electrons in the ion channel associated with the blowout region should be considered. The ra-
tio between the energy loss due to the radiation and the energy gain in the accelerating field is �γ/γ ≈ 3 ×
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Fig. 4. QuickPIC results for the blowout regime with low intensity laser beam (a0 = 2) for the parameters described in the main text: a) longitudinal
electric field in the center of the simulation window after 30 cm (dashed) and 1.28 cm (solid); b) phase-space of the beam for the same propagation
distances considered in a).

10−5σ 2
r [µm]E2

b[50 GeV]n3/2
plasma[1016 cm−3]/εLW [5], where Eb is the energy of the beam, σr is the radius of the

beam, and εLW is the normalized accelerating field. For the parameters considered in this paper �γ/γ � 1. As ob-
served in [5], as we approach the energy frontier it is critical to guarantee electron beams with σr < 10 µm such
that �γ/γ � 10−2. For scenarios where radiation losses are important, numerical codes should include the radiation
damping physics [29], as QuickPIC and Osiris already do.

3.2. External guiding and external injection

In the previous scenarios, higher intensities were explored. For such intensities, the laser pulse can be self-guided
since the electron density depression associated with the blowout region can self-guide the back of the laser pulse,
while the front of the pulse erodes/pump-depletes faster than it diffracts [5]. The self-guiding regime has been recently
experimentally demonstrated [13]. These scenarios require high intensities (a0 � 5.8). However, if external guiding
can be achieved, e.g. by a proper tailoring of the plasma (plasma channel), and an externally injected beam can be
synchronized with the accelerating structure, the requirements for the laser intensity can be relaxed, and lower inten-
sities can be considered, thus increasing the conversion efficiency from the laser energy to the accelerated electrons,
and the maximum energy gain (cf. Eq. (5)).

The matched conditions for the pulse duration, plasma density, and laser spot size change accordingly. For a
lower intensity blowout regime [5] with a0 = 2, the matched laser pulse duration is 224 fs, and the laser spot size
is 101 µm. The matched plasma density is n0 = 2.2 × 1016 cm−3, and a channel must be used to guide the laser
through an accelerating length of 5.28 m. We have modeled this scenario with QuickPIC, with a simulation window
with 310 × 1400 × 1400 µm3 divided in 1024 × 128 × 128 cells. The channel parameters follow the standard theory
to guarantee matched propagation [3], with a radial density profile n(r) = n0(1 + 0.0465(rc/ωp0)

2) = n0(1 + 3.8 ×
10−5r2[µm] up to r = 7.14c/ωp0 = 250 µm, and then linearly decreasing, down to 0, up to r = 48.5c/ωp0 = 1.7 mm.
The electron beam has a Gaussian profile, both longitudinally and transversally, with radial/longitudinal width σr =
σz = 0.4c/ωp0 = 4 µm, with a total charge of 1.1 × 10−3 nC. Fig. 4 summarizes the main results, demonstrating
the stability of the accelerating structure, and the steady acceleration of the external beam in the wakefield structure
generated with the more moderate intensities.

The simulations for this range of parameters show clearly the effect of the channel in providing an extremely
stable laser propagation and wake excitation, creating the perfect conditions for particle acceleration for distances
in excess of 1 meter. The accelerating gradient (90 MeV/cm) is in good agreement with the theoretical predictions
(100 MeV/cm), leading to the expected bunch energy after 1.28 m propagation (∼13 GeV). These results indicate that,
after 5.28 m of propagation in the channel, an energy of +50 GeV can be achieved. These results will be fully explored
elsewhere. We have also performed simulations with electron beams with the total charge/beam profile determined by
the theory for beam loading in the nonlinear blowout regime [26], and we have found the same quantitative behavior.
Furthermore, for injected beams with the charge and beam profile determined according to [26] we have observed the
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conservation of the emittance of the beam and of the energy spread, clearly demonstrating the excellent accelerating
properties of the bubble.

4. Conclusions and prospects

We have explored the prospects for electron acceleration with the next generation of laser systems, which will be
operating in the 10 PW range. The available energy in these systems will allow for scenarios with ultra-relativistic laser
intensities or with moderate intensities, probing and exploring a large parameter space in terms of laser parameters
(e.g. the pulse duration and the laser spot size). Thus, the possibility to identify the optimal conditions for electron
acceleration, and the optimized monoenergetic beam parameters will be possible, provided that full control over the
focusing optics, pulse duration and wavefront profile is possible. Recent experiments indicate that such control is
indeed possible [30,31], and can provide fine tuning over the features of the beams injected in the blowout regime.

The theoretical scalings and the results of numerical simulations for the next generation of laser systems demon-
strate that very high charge multi-GeV electron beams can be generated at ultra-high intensities. On the other hand, if
moderate intensities are considered the charge in the self-injected beam can still be high (∼2 nC), and the energy of
the electron beam can be in excess of 10 GeV. If further control over the plasma source (e.g. with a plasma channel)
is possible, providing a guiding mechanism for a0 � 2, then stable guiding and acceleration can be achieved over
distances on the meter-scale opening the possibility to the generation of electron beams with energies close to the
energy frontier. These results have been confirmed with reduced models (QuickPIC) and with full-scale simulations
(OSIRIS). All approaches seem to provide a consistent direction to achieve multi GeV self-injected beams in LWFA,
either favoring ultra high charge electron beams, or favoring +10 GeV/+50 GeV self-injected/externally injected
electron beams in a single LWFA stage.

As the prospects to reach energies close to the energy frontier become realistic, other beam parameters should
also be addressed. The field structure associated with the blowout regime has excellent properties (high gradient,
radially independent acceleration fields for electrons, linear focusing radial fields) [20,32], as demonstrated by the
experimental results at SLAC with electron beam drivers (e.g. [33]). Either by using specially tailored externally
injected electron beams, that guarantee the proper beam loading of the bubble [26], or by using ultra-short externally
injected beams, produced by conventional accelerator technology or by all-optical mechanisms [34–37], the energy
spread of the injected beam can be maintained. Moreover, the beam can be transported with minimum transverse-
profile modifications [32].

Several developments should be in place to take full advantage of the possibilities opened by these laser systems.
First of all, the new regimes will require a new generation of plasma sources with low density, guiding properties,
and considerably longer scale lengths (up to several meters). Secondly, a fine control over the focusing properties of
the laser beams will be required, in order to operate in the optimal conditions for (self)-guided propagation. Finally,
the ability to inject high quality electron beams, either from an external accelerator or from an all-optical injection
scheme, as recently demonstrated [36], is critical to take full advantage of the accelerating properties of the bubble in
the blowout regime. If these challenges can be overcome, the prospects to generate electron beams with unprecedented
characteristics (in terms of energy, charge, and duration) will be within reach of the next generation of ultra intense
lasers in the 10 PW range.
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